Automatic Doors
for the Healthcare Sector

Created in 1966, Manusa
is a market leader in
the automatic door
industry thanks to its
own development of the
latest technology for
automatic doors, and a
team of professionals
who work to ensure
complete customer
satisfaction.

Experience
A track record covering more than
40 years.
From the very outset we have been
committed to Innovation and
Technology in order to provide our
customers with the very best products
adapted to each market and to their
requirements.

Quality
We don’t leave anything to chance.
We only use the highest quality
materials to manufacture our doors
and they undergo the strictest quality
controls. During the production
process, we individually test each door
by subjecting them to a continuous
operation test for 24 hours in order to
guarantee perfect performance.

Service
Exclusive solutions for each
customer
Our expert team of professionals
designs, manufactures, installs and
carries out maintenance on more than
15,000 doors produced each year. This
first class infrastructure allows us to
guarantee an immediate response
and offer the very best service. We
consider customer satisfaction to be
our reward and to be the driving force
behind our continuous improvement
every day.
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Hermetic glazed doors for ICU.
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Manusa
responds
to the
requireMents
of the
healthcare
sector

Special
double drop
guide to
guarantee
hermetic
sealing and
convenient
use.

Aesthetics
Minimalist lines and perfect finishes
on any surface. Our doors offer a
design adapted to any space and
requirement.

Manusa has an automatic
hermetic door to fulfil every
requirement. Sliding, swing,
lead lined or glass doors
which all fulfil functional,
aesthetic and hygienic
requirements.

Easy to clean and
elegantly designed
double glazed
recessed vision
panel.

Different
types of
presence
sensors or
push buttons
to fulfil any
requirement.
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Sliding hermetic door

Tubular door
handle with
an aesthetic
and minimalist
design or
recessed
handle

Hygiene
Due to their design of flush
surfaces and the use of easy-toclean materials, Manusa hermetic
doors are able to maximise hygiene
levels in hospital environments.

Guaranteed
hygiene thanks
to the use of
materials such as
stainless steel
or High Pressure
Laminate (HPL)
available in a wide
range of
colours.

Functionality
Our automatic hermetic doors offer
unique features which guarantee
smooth sliding movement with no
need for unnecessary effort.
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Automatic sliding hermetic door in High
Pressure laminate (HPl)

swing and
sliding
herMetic
doors
Hermetic doors are used to
isolate clean rooms. Our automatic doors guarantee hermetic
sealing, providing a functional
and aesthetic design.

BloCk frAme

Standard for swing doors and
optional for sliding doors
The block frame, ensures a perfect fit with the
leaf and guarantees the hermetic seal on any
type of wall, allowing the opening to be clad
with the same finish as the leaf itself.

sliding door
sealing

swing door
sealing

open
open

Closed

Sliding hermetic door

Swing hermetic door

In order to guarantee a correct seal, the leaf
descends 15 mm towards the floor and moves
10 mm towards the frame to hermetically seal
the perimeter of the opening.

The leaf is sealed along the sides and at the
top to guarantee hermetic sealing. At the
bottom, it is equipped with a wind stopper
which drops down towards the floor, to
ensure perfect sealing.
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Closed

Automatic swing hermetic
door in stainless steel
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Closed

Automatic swing hermetic
door in stainless steel
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doors
for X-ray
rooMs

Our lead lined automatic doors for
X-ray rooms guarantee effective
isolation thanks to the lead laminate
inserts both on the door and on the
vision panel. Available as normal or
hermetic doors depending on the
requirements of the area.

leADeD VISIoN PANel
Double glazed vision panel and leaded glass
to allow clear vision and prevent the passage
of X rays.

Automatic lead-lined hermetic door

Automatic glazed hermetic door

clear View
doors
These doors are ideal for
observation and ICU rooms as
they offer excellent visibility of
areas whilst maintaining the
hermetic seal.

CleAr VIew
Transparency which enables a greater
control of the inside of the room.

positive
pressure

negative
pressure

ISolAtIoN
The leaf contains two 1 mm layers of lead
which overlap with the lead inserts in the
walls of the X-ray room to ensure perfect
isolation.
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negative
pressure
NeG (-)

SeAlING
Maximum hermetic seal which maintains the
required pressure, temperature and humidity
levels despite the transparency.
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fire resistant doors for isolating zones

With a wide variety of doors,
we provide our customers with
a comprehensive service with
effective solutions for all areas
of a hospital complex.

eNtrANCe
DoorS
PANIC
BreAkoUt
fIre
reSIStANt
CoNtrolleD
ACCeSS

eNtrANCe

Single slide, bi-part, telescopic and
curved doors for main entrances,
medical consultation rooms, maternity
suites, cafeterias etc.

PANIC BreAk-oUt DoorS

Sliding doors which allow the leaves to
be manually pushed out in the direction
of egress, to provide the maximum
opening to facilitate the evacuation of
people in the event of an emergency.

fIre DoorS

EI60/EI30 fire doors which isolate areas
such as material store rooms or car
parks to prevent the propagation of a
fire to the entire building, whilst also
maintaining the aesthetic design and
functionality of an automatic glazed
sliding door.

CoNtrolleD
ACCeSS DoorS
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Curved doors for hospital entrances

Sliding door for emergency access

Doors equipped with a number keypad
or card reader for access to restricted
areas. Centralised door control using
Manulink software.
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NATIONAL BRANCHES
Canary Islands, Balearic Islands, AndaluciaExtremadura, Levante, Central, Basque Country,
Galicia, Asturias, Aragon, Barcelona-TarragonaLleida, Girona, Maresme

INTERNATIONAL DISTRIBUTORS
AFRICA
Algeria, Morocco, Nigeria, Tunisia
AMERICA
Argentina, Brazil, Colombia, Cuba, Chile,
Ecuador, Mexico, Paraguay, Uruguay, Venezuela
ASIA/OCEANIA
Australia, China, Philippines, Hong-Kong,
India, Indonesia, Malaysia, Singapore, Taiwan,
Thailand, Vietnam
EUROPE
Germany, Andorra, Belgium, Slovakia, France,
Greece, Holland, Hungary, Ireland, Iceland,
Italy, Latvia, Portugal, United Kingdom, Czech
Republic, Romania, Russia, Serbia, Turkey
MIDDLE EAST
Saudi Arabia, Bahrain, United Arab Emirates,
Iran, Israel, Jordan, Kuwait, Lebanon, Syria
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